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ABSTRACT

To better understand the impact of donor-acceptor substitution on the properties of 

linearly π-conjugated compounds, we performed a computational study on a series of variably 

substituted trans-polyacetylenes, polyynes, and polythiophenes. The focus of this work is on 

how rapidly the impact of a given substituent or a given combination of substituents vanishes 

along  the  -conjugated  chain.  The  response  of  the  structural  (bond  length  alternation, 

rotational  barrier)  and  molecular  properties  ((hyper-)polarizability,  chemical  shift)  to 

substitution  is  analyzed using different  protocols,  including a superposition model  for the 

evaluation of the cooperative effect of substituents in homo- and hetero-substituted oligomers.

With  the  exception  of  the  (hyper-)polarizability,  the  impact  of  donor-acceptor 

substitution is found to vanish following an exponential. The rate of decay of the substituent 

impact  is  found to be characteristic  for each backbone,  whereas the choice of substituent 

determines the absolute value of the respective property. The combination of substituents is 

shown to lead whether the substituent cooperative effect on a property is of enhancing or 

damping nature. The rate of decay of the cooperative effect on most properties, including the 

(hyper-)polarizability, is also found to follow an exponential law.

Keywords: Quantitative  Structure-Property  Relationship  (QSPR),  Linear  π-conjugation, 

Substituent  effect,  Substituent  cooperative  effect,  Molecular  properties,  Density  functional 

theory



1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the properties of π-conjugated polymers depend on the kind of 

chain (“backbone”), the number of repeating units (chain length), and on the type (donor, 

acceptor)  and strength of the substituents.  The fact  that the molecular  properties  of these 

compounds respond very strongly to these parameters lead researchers to think about the laws 

that govern this context already at an early stage1-7. Concepts such as Effective Conjugation 

Length (ECL)8, Confinement Length (CL)9 or Delocalisation Length (DL)9, which address the 

issues related to the saturation of a particular property with respect to the conjugation length, 

emerged. At the same time, Quantitative Structure-Property Relationships (QSPR) that model 

the  dependence  of  molecular  properties  on  chain  size  and  substitution  pattern  were 

established3,8,10-22.  In this  context,  Meier et  al.  were able to express the dependence of the 

longest  wavelength  of  absorption  (λmax)  on  chain  length  for  donor-acceptor  substituted 

polyacetylene3.  These authors were able to show that for a given compound, λmax behaves 

exponentially  with  respect  to  the  chain  length  n  of  the  polyacetylene  oligomer,  allowing 

extrapolation to λ∞
max as

                                λ(n) = λ∞
max - ( λ

∞
max-λ1)e

-a(n-1)                                          (1)

 These "growth functions" proposed put forward the methodology to predict the ECL and the 

overall effect of conjugation with increasing number of repeating units3. Recently, Tykwinski 

and co-workers successfully applied this approach to determine λ∞
max of  polyynes23.

For nonlinear optical properties such as the polarizability (α) and hyperpolarizability 

(γ)3,14 Brédas et al. proposed a power law24,25, which describes the systematic increase of γ with 

respect  to  the  extension  of  conjugation  length.  For  small  π-conjugated  oligomers  the 

polarizabilities follow 

 y = anb                                   (2)

where  n stands for the number of repeating monomers and y is either alpha or gamma. For 

larger oligomer size, the coefficient  b will decrease towards unity, which indicates that the 

property grows linearly with respect to chain length24-27. At this point it reaches the ECL.

In this paper, we look at the impact of donor-acceptor substitution on the structural 

(bond  length  alternation  (BLA),  barriers  to  rotation)  and  molecular  properties  ((hyper-) 

polarizability,  chemical  shift)  of  three  different  types  of  linearly  -conjugated  backbones 

(polyacetylene (PA), polyyne (PY), polythiophene (PT); see Scheme 1).



Scheme 1. The series of extended π-conjugated oligomers (PA, PY and PT with oligomer 

size 4≤n≤24) used in the study.
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In our studies, the chain length of the three oligomers is chosen sufficiently long so 

that the central carbon atoms will be free from the terminal substituent disturbances, but short 

enough to show reasonably large substituent interactions. Trans-PA, PY and PT chains with 4 

≤  n ≤ 24 unsaturated bonds have been used as the backbone, terminated on each side with 

either a π-electron-donor or π-electron-acceptor moiety,  resulting in donor-acceptor (D-A), 

donor-donor  (D-D),  or  acceptor-acceptor  (A-A)  substitution  patterns.  Our  choice  of 

substituents includes two electron-donor moieties (-NH2  and -OH) and two electron-acceptor 

moieties (-NO2 and -CN). In addition, the unsubstituted (-H moiety)  as well as the mono-

substituted (D/A) molecules were evaluated.  



 In particular, we seek to find analytical expressions in the spirit of Meier et al. and 

Brédas et al. 3,8,10-15 describing the response of these properties to chain length extension and to 

the substitution pattern. These expressions will show at what rate the substituent impact will 

vanish for a given type of backbone, and how rapidly the ECL for that particular property will 

be reached. We will also investigate the substituent cooperative effect on a property and its 

evolution  with  chain  length  using  a  simple  protocol  (superposition  model)  presented  by 

these26,27 and other authors28. This model compares the properties computed for the real (Preal) 

doubly-substituted  (R1--R2)  system  with  the  properties  computed  for  a  virtual  model 

compound (Pmodel) built by superposition of two singly substituted fragments according to 

Pmodel (R1--R2) = P(R1--H)+P(H--R2)-P(H-π-H)                      (3) 

Pmodel can be considered as the value of the property for the non-interacting fragments. 

Where, P(R1--H) and P(H--R2) are the respective properties of mono-substituted chain (The 

contribution of the unsubstituted chain to the property needs to be subtracted in order to avoid 

double counting). The contribution of the cooperative effect (q) on the properties is found by 

comparison of the real and model values as follows

                                                       q = (Preal-Pmodel)/Pmodel                                       (4)

Whereas extrapolation laws can be used to predict the evolution of a property of a given 

functionalized compound, the superposition model gives an indication on how the interaction 

of the two substituents will affect (i.e. enhance or damp) this property.

The objective of this paper is to better understand the impact of substituents on the 

properties  of  π-conjugated  compounds,  and  to  establish  quantitative  structure-property 

relationships supporting the rational design of such systems. The focus will be on the rate of 

decay of the substituent effect with increasing chain length, and on the substituent cooperative 

effect emerging from different substitution patterns.



2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The  optimization  of  the  equilibrium and  transition  state  structures  was  performed 

using the CAM-B3LYP29/6-31G* method as implemented in Gaussian 0930. For conjugated 

systems, this long range corrected density functional designed to overcome the overestimation 

of charge delocalization predicted by the Becke three-parameter exchange term31, was shown 

to give molecular structures very close to experimental findings32,33. The rotational barriers 

were evaluated on the basis of the internal  rotation about the central  single bond, i.e. the 

energy  difference  between  the  equilibrium  geometry  and  the  corresponding  rotational 

transition state geometry. The NMR chemical shifts were calculated by means of the gauge 

independent  atomic  orbital  (GIAO)  approximation34,35 using  the  CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* 

method with tetramethyl silane (TMS) as the reference. The use of a larger basis set (aug-cc-

pVDZ) does not have a significant impact on the trend observed. 

The chemical shifts computed with the CAM-B3LYP functional compare well with 

earlier experimental and computed values reported for PY chains35-38. For PY with n=16, the 

chemical  shift  we  predict  ranges  between  56-65  ppm,  which  compares  very  well  to  the 

experimental  value  reported  by  Tykwinski  (57-69  ppm)38.  Another  computational  study35

using B3LYP/6-311G predicts slightly larger shifts (64-72 ppm), but a similar range (8 ppm). 

For PA, experimental results are available for the unsubstituted tetramer  39,40and hexamer40. 

These  agree  well  with  the  present  computed  values  (experimental:  117-137  ppm  versus 

calculated: 117-134 ppm for both, n=4 and n=6). For PT, the agreement between experiment41 

and computation is less good (experimental: 123-137 ppm versus calculated: 119-141 ppm), 

but we still expect trends to be properly reproduced.

The longitudinal polarizability () and second hyperpolarizability () were evaluated 

at the HF/6-31G* level, which was shown to be sufficiently accurate to correctly reproduce 

the evolution of these properties with chain length.42-46 For every molecule, the longitudinal 

axis was defined as the principal axis with the lowest moment of inertia. The calculations of  

and   were  performed  using  response  theory  as  implemented  in  the  Dalton  quantum 

chemistry  package47-49.  The  dipole  moment  and  the  first  hyperpolarizabilty  ()  were  not 

explored as they both vanish for homo-polar substitution (inversion symmetry).



3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3. 1 Influence of substituents on the structural and electronic properties

As  reported  in  a  previous  study27,  the  geometry  of  donor-acceptor  substituted 

polyacetylenes  is  not  perfectly  linear.  For  homo-polar  substitution  patterns  (donor-donor, 

acceptor-acceptor), the polyacetylene backbone takes a slight  S-shape, whereas hetero-polar 

(donor-acceptor) substitution results in a bow shape structure. Planarity, however, is always 

retained.  These  structural  distortions  are  not  observed for  the  polyyne  and polythiophene 

backbones, which remain linear even for very long chains.

For local properties such as the BLA, the barrier to rotation or chemical shift, there are 

two ways to study the decay of the impact of terminal substituents along the  -conjugated 

chain: either one visits each bond or each atom along a sufficiently long backbone, or one 

focuses on the center  of  the molecule  and observes the development  of the properties  in 

response  to  chain  length  extension.  The  latter  approach,  chosen  in  this  work,  has  the 

advantage that local effects of the substituents can be screened more easily. For this matter, 

our observations always start with the tetramer (n=4).

3. 1. 1 Central Bond Length Alternation (r)

We observe  a  shortening  of  single  bonds  and  elongation  of  double  bonds,  i.e.  a 

reduction of the BLA, regardless of the substitution pattern (D-A, D-D or A-A; figure 1a). 

The effect  decreases  monotonically  as  we extend the length  of  the oligomer  chain,  till  it  

finally disappears (reaching the ECL) for this particular property.  For the D-A substituted 

oligomers we also observe a convergence from lower to higher values of r, whereas for the 

unsubstituted and the homo-substituted backbones the convergence is from higher to lower 

values of  r. For all polyacetylene chains,  r converges to a value of 0.09  Å, whereas the 

polyyne and polythiophene analogs converge to a  r of 0.131  Å and 0.077  Å, respectively. 

The corresponding information is given in SI (section 2 and 3). The individual single and 

double bond lengths of substituted and unsubstituted PA, (n=20) are given in SI (section 1).

Figure  1b  compares  the  influence  of  terminal  donor  and acceptor  (homo-/hetero-) 

substitution  on  the  central  BLA  as  a  function  of  chain  length  to  the  unsubstituted 

polyacetylene reference ([r]). From figure 1b we clearly see that D-A substitution has more 

impact on the BLA than homo-polar (D-D and A-A) substitution. Most notably, however, we 

see that and that the influence of the substituents drops systematically and at constant rate for 

all substitution patterns.
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Figure 1. (a) Influence of different substitution patterns on the central BLA (δr in Å) on the 

polyacetylene backbone as a function of oligomer size. (b) Influence of different substitution 

patterns on [δr] (see equation (5)).

Figures 2a and 2b show the impact of substituents in terms of the difference between 

the  central  BLA  of  the  unsubstituted  reference  and  the  substituted  chain,  ε[δr], as  a 

logarithmic plot. The mathematical form of ε[δr] is given as

ε[δr] = r (H-π-H)-r (R1-π-R2)         (5)



The graphs show that obviously the substituent  impact  on the central  BLA decays 

according to an exponential law: regardless of the kind of substitution pattern (figure 2a) or 

backbone  (figure  2b),  the  graph  of  ln  ε[δr] as  a  function  of  chain  length,  to  a  good 

approximation, is a straight line. 
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Figure  2.  The  influence  of  terminal  substitution  on  the  central  BLA  relative  to  the 

unsubstituted oligomer as function of (a) substitution pattern and (b) type of backbone. The 

graphs  include  the  fits  of  ln  δr] in  units  of  mÅ  as  a  function  of  oligomer  size  using 

expression (6). 



The development of the substituent impact on ε[δr] with respect to chain length n can 

therefore be expressed by means of the two-parameter analytical expression

ε[δr] = a*exp(bn)                       (6)

for all backbones and all substitution patterns explored.

Figure 2 shows that parameters a and b appear to be characteristic for the substitution 

pattern (D-A, D-D, A-A) and for the type of backbone (PA, PY, PT), respectively.  From 

figure 2a we see that D-A substitution leads to the largest parameter value for parameter  a, 

whereas  from figure  1b we observe a  slightly different  slope (parameter  b)  for  the three 

backbones  with that  particular  substitution  pattern.  Figures  2a and 2b also show that  the 

quality of the fitting of ε[δr] using the above expression is rather accurate (with a deviation of 

±0.02 from the mean value). Note that the fits only start at chain length n=4 in order to bypass 

terminal substituent disturbance.

Table 1 summarizes the values of a and b for all substitution patterns for PA. We see 

that the parameter  a is not only characteristic  for the substitution pattern,  but,  to a lesser 

extent, also for the substituent strength. For hetero-polar substitution we observe the highest 

values of a for the combination of strong substituents (NH2-PA-NO2; a=53.1), and the lowest 

value for the combination of weaker substituents (OH-PA-CN; a=23.7). Similar trends can be 

found for the homo-polar and mono-substitution patterns. The same observation can also be 

made for PY and PT (see sections SI 4 and SI 5).

The parameter  b determines how rapidly the impact of the substituents for a given 

backbone vanishes, and how fast the ECL for a property is reached. The chain length  n at 

which  a certain  fraction  r of  the initial  value  of  the property is  reached,  is  given by the 

expression n= ln(r) /b + 1. For the different substitution patterns of PA, where the value of b 

is found to vary between -0.277; H-PA-OH) and -0.233 (H-PA-NO2; see table 1), this means 

that the 10% threshold (r=0.10) for the impact of the substitution on the BLA is reached at 

n=12.3 and n=13.9, respectively (relative to the value of [r] observed at n=4). For PT and 

PY, this 10% threshold on average over all substitution patterns- is reached earlier (n= 12.3 

and  n=10.9),  in  line  with  the  general  perception  that  PA  shows  the  largest  conjugation 

efficiency50.



Table  1.  Fitting  parameters  for  [r]  using  the  analytical  expression 

[r] = a*exp(bn) for all substitution patterns of PA. 

3. 1. 2 Central Barrier to Rotation (δE)

A property closely related to the BLA is the barrier to rotation about the C-C single 

bonds. The more delocalized the charge, the shorter the single bonds, the higher their bond 

[r] a b R2

[r]H-PA-NH2 13.363 (0.057) -0.249 (0.004) 0.998

[r]NH2-PA-CN 39.036 (0.050) -0.241 (0.003) 0.998

[r]NH2-PA-OH 11.599 (0.097) -0.266 (0.006) 0.994

[r]NH2-PA-NH2 11.351(0.029) -0.263 (0.002) 0.999

[r]NH2-PA-NO2 53.098 (0.025) -0.247 (0.002) 0.999

[r]H-PA-NO2 14.684 (0.030) -0.233 (0.002) 0.999

[r]NO2-PA-CN 13.433 (0.107) -0.258 (0.008) 0.992

[r]NO2-PA-NO2 14.049 (0.031) -0.262 (0.002) 0.999

[r]NO2-PA-OH 29.719 (0.043) -0.241 (0.003) 0.999

[r]H-PA-CN 10.334 (0.108) -0.241 (0.007) 0.992

[r]CN-PA-CN 13.246 (0.089) -0.275 (0.006) 0.996

[r]CN-PA-OH 23.742 (0.052) -0.25 (0.003) 0.998

[r]H-PA-OH 5.252 (0.122) -0.277 (0.009) 0.991

[r]OH-PA-OH 6.937 (0.127) -0.272(0.010) 0.992



order, and the larger the corresponding barrier to rotation. Given the fact that all substitution 

patterns lead to a reduction in the BLA, it is not surprising that the C-C barriers to rotation of 

the substituted PA and PT are consistently larger than the ones of the unsubstituted reference.
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Figure 3.  (a) The barrier to rotation (δE) in units of mH about the central single bond for 

different  substitution  patterns  for  the  array  of  weaker  substituents  as  a  function  of  chain 

length. (b) Influence of different substitution patterns on  [δE] (the difference between the 

central barrier to rotation of the substituted oligomers with the unsubstituted chain) (in mH)



Figure 3a shows the barrier to rotation (δE) observed for different substitution patterns 

of PA as a function of oligomer size.  δE is the energy difference between the equilibrium 

geometry and the twisted transition state. The δE values follow a similar pattern as r. Except 

for the NH2  substituted oligomers  (not shown),  the rotational  barrier of all  the substituted 

chains converges to the value observed for the unsubstituted compound, (15.2 mH for PA, 

4.89 mH for PT) indicating that the ECL for this property is reached within the range of chain 

lengths studied here. Due to a rehybridisation of the N-atom of the NH2 group in the transition 

state, the NH2 substituted compounds converge to a different value for long chains. Figure 3b 

shows  the  impact  of  different  substitution  patterns  on  [δE]  (the  difference  between  the 

central barrier to rotation of the substituted oligomers with the unsubstituted chain) (in mH). 

As for the BLA, a trend for the [δE] was also observed, which can be expressed in terms of 

the analytical expression (6). The average  b of PT is found to be -0.308 (±0.05), which is 

higher than PA backbones (-0.285 with a deviation of ±0.04). This indicates the barrier to 

rotation of PT backbone reaches the ECL faster than PA. The graph showing curve fitting of 

the corresponding polymers is given in the SI (section 6).

3. 1. 3 Polarizability and Hyperpolarizability

It  is  well  established that  for short  chain lengths the electronic  contribution to  the 

polarizability and hyperpolarizability can be expressed by means of the two-parameter law of 

the form y=an^b (equation 2 presented in the Introduction). In a recent effort to understand 

the  meaning  of  these  two  parameters26, we  found  that  their  interpretation  is  not  as 

straightforward as for the (local) properties investigated here. We were able to demonstrate 

that there is an appreciable negative correlation between the exponent b and the logarithm of 

the  pre-exponential  factor  a,  ln(a): substitution  patterns  showing  high  values  of  b will 

generally show low values of the (hyper-) polarizability for short chains (and vice versa). 

Still, the highest values for the (hyper-) polarizability are obtained with strong donor-acceptor 

substitution patterns. 

The  (hyper-)  polarizability  data  presented  here  will  be  used  to  explore  the 

collaborative  effect  of  substituents.  The  computation  of  the  hyperpolarizability  of  -

conjugated systems too large to be addressed by accurate methods (such as coupled cluster  

theory with an extended basis set) still is a difficult task. It was shown that the values obtained 

by Hartree-Fock theory tend to be more accurate than those obtained by density functional 

theory, even when long-range corrected exchange functionals are being used42,51,52. The results 

obtained for the (hyper-) polarizability with various substitution patterns are given in the SI 

(section 7 to 12). 



3. 1. 4 Chemical shift ()

Various experimental and theoretical reports are available in the literature studying the 

NMR of short chain polymers, especially, the polyyne backbone with terminal substituents35-

38.  Recently,  Tykwinski  et  al.38 reported  13C NMR chemical  shifts  of polyynes  confirming 

earlier  observations  of a specific  pattern  for  the chemical  shift  along the oligomer  chain. 

They,  along with other  authors,  found oscillations  in chemical  shift  between the adjacent 

carbon atoms. Our calculations confirm this observation, and also show that for an extended 

polymer,  these  oscillations  become  less  intense  towards  the  centre  of  the  chain,  and the 

chemical shift of even- and odd-numbered carbon atoms converge to the same value. This 

effect will be discussed in a forthcoming publication. 
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Figure 4. (a) Influence of different substitution patterns on the central  13C NMR chemical 

shift ( in ppm) of the substituted polyacetylene backbone as a function of chain length (b) 

Influence of different substitution patterns and type of substituents on [] (in ppm).

Figure 4a shows the trend for the chemical shift observed for different substitution 

patterns of the polyacetylene backbone as a function of chain length.  represents the average 

of  13C NMR chemical  shifts  of the central  carbon atoms in even-numbered polyacetylene 

chains. The presence of acceptor groups results in deshielding (higher values of  relative to 

H-PA-H). Similarly, the presence of donor groups causes shielding. 

For homo-polar substitution, the chemical shift of the two central carbons is identical. 

For hetero-polar substitution, we have a shielding effect on one and a deshielding effect on 

the  other  atom  resulting  in  the  cancellation  of  the  averaged  shift  (figure  4a).  For  the 

visualization of the substituent impact, it thus appears more appropriate to take the product of 

the differences between the substituted and the unsubstituted compound for each of the two 

central atoms, i.e.

] = [left (H-π-H) - left (R1-π-R2)]*[right (H-π-H) - right (R1-π-R2)]            (7)

Figure 4b now shows the impact of donor-acceptor substitution more clearly. We also observe 

that the shielding and deshielding effects of the weaker acceptor and donor substituents is less 

strong. The analysis of chemical shift for PT shows a similar influence (SI section 13 and 14), 

whereas the result for the PY series of compounds is puzzling: it appears that the product of 

chemical shifts according to equation (7) is positive. Evidently, in this case the impact of the 



substituents  cannot  be  explained  in  terms  of  the  shielding  and  deshielding  effects  of  the 

acceptor and donor substituents presented previously.

However as observed in properties such as r and E, we again find that the influence 

of the substituents on the chemical shift ([]) values drops exponentially and can again be 

expressed in terms of the analytical expression (6). The average values of b (all substitution 

pattern) for PA, PY and PT backbones are -0.207, -0.187 and -0.207 with the deviation from 

mean of ±0.06, ±0.02 and ±0.03 respectively. The of [] for the PY and PT backbones are 

given in the SI section 13 and 14. 

3. 2 The substituent cooperative effect on the properties

In this work, we show along with other investigators3,8,10-15,25, that the overall response 

of the properties of π-conjugated compounds to donor-acceptor substitution can be expressed 

by means of simple analytical expressions. In earlier work27, we also showed that part of the 

response of a given property can be ascribed to substituent cooperative effects, i.e. to the fact 

that  a particular  combination  of substituents  will  have an effect  on the property which is 

different  from the  sum of  individual  effect  of  the  two substituents  on this  property.  The 

application of the superposition model (equation (3)) on the bond length of D-A substituted 

polyacetylenes26,27 showed  that  D-A  substitution  has  an  enhancing  effect  on  electron 

delocalization,  thus contributing to the reduction of BLA. Homo-polar substitution,  on the 

other hand, was shown to have the opposite effect, i.e. damping electron delocalization and 

thus increasing the BLA. In this section, we will further explore the cooperative effect of 

substituents to see whether the effect can be cast into similar analytical expressions as found 

for the overall substituent effect. 

3. 2. 1 Cooperative effect on central BLA (r) and rotational barrier (δE)

Figure 5a and 5b present the contribution of cooperative effect  on  r and  E as a 

function of chain length for the polyacetylene series. The quantity  q is the contribution of 

cooperative effect, as defined in equation (4)), where the sign and the magnitude of the effect 

for the properties depend on the substitution pattern and on the substituent strength. For  r, 

the homo-polar substituent contribution to the respective properties is observed as positive 

and converges towards zero, whereas the hetero-polar shows a negative contribution for the 

respective properties. The data for the cooperative effect of the other series can be found in 

the SI sections 15 and 16. The important observation is that the superposition model reveals 

cooperative effects for all forms of conjugation. The cooperative effect for D-A conjugation 

on r is always negative and thus enhancing electron delocalization which, in turn, leads to a 

reduced BLA. Whereas an opposite trend is observed for both D-D and A-A conjugations.  
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Figure 5. (a) Contribution of the cooperative effect of double substitution on the central BLA 

(δr)  of the polyacetylenes  as a function of oligomer size (n=4 to n=24).  (b) Influence of 

terminal  substitution  on  the  cooperative  effect  of  central  rotational  barrier  (δE).  Donor-

Acceptor  substituted  polyacetylenes  show  an  enhancing  cooperative  effect,  whereas  the 

homo-substituted polymers show a damping effect. The cooperative effect on the property 

decays exponentially towards zero for both the homo-and hetero-substitutions.

The superposition  model  is  also applied to  the central  rotational  barrier  of doubly 

(homo-/hetero-) substituted oligomers.  In figure 5b, the cooperative effect on the rotational 

barrier of both strongly and weakly substituted oligomers is shown. For E, the contribution 



of homo-polar substituents is observed as negative and converges towards zero, whereas the 

hetero-polar  shows a positive  convergence.  As observed for  the respective  properties,  the 

cooperative  effect  on  r and  E again follows a systematic  decay,  with D-A substitution 

showing an enhancing, and D-D/A-A substitution showing a damping effect. In the graph, the 

cooperative  effect  is  also  shown  for  the  polyacetylenes  with  weaker  substituents.  The 

cooperative  effect  on  the  rotational  barrier  for  the  polythiophenes  was  also  analyzed, 

revealing similar damping (D-D and A-A) and enhancing (D-A) effects in response to donor 

and acceptor substitution.

 The contribution of cooperative effect on both central bond length alternation  q[r] 

and central  rotational  barrier  q[E]  can be modeled by the analytical  expression (6).  The 

graphs showing the contribution of cooperative effect on q[r] and q[E] of other polymers 

are given in the SI (section 15-17). 

Table 2. Fitting parameters of q for the analytical expression q = a*exp(bn) for all 

properties showing a collaborative effect

q a b R2

q[r] NH2-PA-NH2 6.207 (0.076 ) -0.236 (0.005) 0.996

q[r] NH2-PA-NO2 4.282 (0.094) -0.236 (0.006) 0.993

q[r] NO2-PA-NO2 0.193 (0.053) -0.224 (0.003) 0.998

q[E] NH2-PA-NH2 6.467 (0.066 ) -0.234 (0.004) 0.997

q[E] NH2-PA-NO2 0.234 (0.094) -0.236 (0.006) 0.993

q[E] NO2-PA-NO2 5.184 (0.053) -0.224 (0.004) 0.998

q[] NH2-PA-NH2 10.339 (0.052) -0.199 (0.004) 0.998

q[] NH2-PA-NO2 0.299 (0.090) -0.251 (0.006) 0.994

q[] NO2-PA-NO2 5.159 (0.127) -0.235 (0.009) 0.992

q[] NH2-PA-NH2 2.223 (0.087) -0.182 (0.005) 0.994

q[] NH2-PA-NO2 1.639 (0.053) -0.216 (0.003) 0.998

q[] NO2-PA-NO2 1.319 (0.072) -0.177 (0.004) 0.996



3. 2. 2 Cooperative effect on (Hyper-)polarizabilities
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Figure 6. Contribution of the cooperative effect of terminal substitution on (a) polarizability 

(α) and (b) hyperpolarizability (γ) of homo-and hetero-polar polyacetylene with 4 ≤  n ≤ 24 

chain  length.  Hetero-polar  polyacetylene  shows  an  enhancing  (q˃0) cooperative  effect, 

whereas the homo-polar oligomers show a damping effect (q˂0).  An exponential trend for q 

towards zero for all substitution patterns is visible in both the figures.

We found a  significant  cooperative  effect  for  the  polarizability  as  well  as  for  the 

second hyperpolarizability. According to the superposition model, the hyperpolarizability for 

the D/A system is enhanced by as much as 45% for small chains (see figures 6a and 6b). For 

the homo-polar substitution, again, a damping effect on these two properties is observed. For 

both  properties,  the  values  of  q converge  towards  zero  in  a  systematic  manner  for  all 

substitution  patterns.  The  contribution  of  the  cooperative  effects  on  the  (hyper-) 

polarizabilities again follows the analytical expression (6). The fitting parameters a and b are 

summarized in table 2. Similar behavior is also observed for the weak-weak and strong-weak 

pairs for all other backbones (PY and PT; see section 18-21 in SI).

Mukamel and coworkers28 investigated the cooperative effect (termed "intramolecluar 

charge transfer effect") for the dipole, the polarizability and the first hyperpolarizability of D-

A substituted  PA and PY oligomers  using the same superposition approach,  but  a  fitting 

expression of the form n^m exp(bn). For the polarizabilities (α) a maximum of the effect is 

found for short D-A substituted chains (n=3 for PY, n=6 for PA), after which the exponential 

behavior  is  domineering.  Even  though  both  studies  use  Hartree-Fock  theory,  we  do  not 

observe any maxima of the cooperative effects within the range of chain length studied (n>3).

 

3. 2. 3 Cooperative effect on the chemical shift

All  structural  and  electronic  properties  discussed  in  the  above  sections  show 

significant  cooperative  effects.  However,  in  the case  of  the  13C NMR chemical  shifts  we 

notice only marginal effect. The strongest cooperative effects are observed for the D-PA-A 

and A-PA-A oligomers. However, they only amount to +0.4% and -0.8% respectively which 

is found to be beyond the reliability of the superposition model. 



4. OVERVIEW

We have seen that the (loss of) impact of homo- or hetero-polar terminal substitution 

on the (local) properties of the three  -conjugated backbones explored in this work can be 

modeled by means of a two-parameter expression of the type a*exp(bn). The same expression 

can also be used to model the decay observed for the cooperative effects. 

Table  3  gives  an  overview of  the  mean  value  of  parameter  b for  all substitution 

patterns  of  all  backbones  and  for  all properties  considered,  including  the  respective 

cooperative effects. From the small deviation of  b from the mean value we see that for the 

local  properties  the  parameter  only  moderately  responds  to  the  substitution  pattern,  and 

therefore appears to be the characteristic  for the backbone type ("material  constant").  The 

same observation applies for parameter b in the context of the cooperative effect. 

Table 3. The average value of parameter b over all substitution patterns for a given 

(local) property and a given backbone. The list also includes the average value of b for 

the cooperative effect.

bPA bPY bPT Comments
r] -0.256±0.02 -0.334±0.05 -0.277±0.04 Table 1, Fig 2a and 2b

E] -0.285±0.04 - -0.308±0.05 δE for PA (SI: 6) and PT

[α] - - - Not applicable. Follows power law 

[γ] - - - Not applicable. Follows power law

[δ] -0.207±0.06 -0.187±0.02 -0.207±0.03 Fig 4b

q[r] -0.235±0.02 -0.356±0.04 -0.182±0.04 Table 2 (PA only)

q[E] -0.231±0.02 - -0.393±0.05 Table 2 (PA only)
q[α] -0.228±0.04 -0.282±0.01 -0.226±0.04 Table 2 (PA only)
q[γ] -0.192±0.03 -0.217±0.03 -0.207±0.04 Table 2 (PA only)
q[] - - - Not applicable. 



5. CONCLUSIONS

For all properties and for all backbones investigated, we find an exponential decay of 

the substituent impact with increase in chain length n, i.e. with increase of the distance to the 

substituent in the case of local properties. For the BLA, the rotational barrier and the chemical 

shift we find that the vanishing substituent impact can be modeled by a two parameter law of 

the type a*exp (bn), regardless of the substitution pattern. For these properties, the parameter 

b appears to be characteristic  for the backbone ("material  constant")  and only moderately 

responds to the substitution pattern. The pre-exponential factor a is found to be dependent on 

type, strength, and combination of substituents. 

Further, the analysis of the substituent cooperative effect shows that it either has an 

enhancing (D-A) or damping (A-A and D-D) influence on the properties. This effect also 

follows an exponential behavior, even for the (hyper-)polarizability. However, no significant 

cooperative  effect  is  observed  for  chemical  shifts.  Even  if  the  reason  for  the  observed 

exponential  behavior  is  not  yet  understood,  there  is  a  known  fact  that  the  impact  of  a 

substituent or a substitution pattern follows a given law, which will be helpful for the rational 

design of π-conjugated materials.
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